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Background
• Many manufacturers increasingly focus on 

services, rather than products, to generate value
• Benefits include: higher revenue, greater 

profitability, improved customer relationships 
and an improved competitive positon

• Many challenges exist to achieving success
– Organising for services and the processes/practices 

required
– Service innovation and the creation of new services 
– The development of service-based relationships inside 

and outside the manufacturer 



The study objectives

1. To explore the processes, organisational 
structures and practices utilised by 
manufacturers engaging in services-led growth

2. To explore whether, and if so how, the 
emergence of new service offerings impacts 
upon the provision of existing product offerings

3. To investigate the role of relationships in the 
innovation and diffusion of these services 



Study method
• Four large multi-national manufacturers

– Aerospace, telecommunications, chemicals 
and security

– All had significant presence in the UK
– Undergoing service-led growth (to varying 

degrees)
• Interviews with 25 managers

– A range of disciplines, including marketing, 
services, partner management

– Three of these were with customers 
(1)/suppliers (2)

• Study conducted with Jamie Burton and 
Judy Zolkiewski (University of 
Manchester) and Vicky Story 
(Loughborough University)



Findings – objective  1
• Organisational structures for service-led growth: 

integrate or separate
– Services supporting products - integrated
– Services as an engine for growth - separation
– Customer-focused  strategic business units if focus is on 

solutions
• Processes and practices for service-led growth: service-

orientated culture
– Service-focused leadership
– Services a desirable place for engineers to work
– Service-savvy account managers and sales management
– Service-focused processes, e.g. telematics



Findings – objective  2
• Maintaining a balance between products and services
– Product innovation and technology leadership still important
– Efficiently deliver ‘product-attached’ services
– Develop ‘advanced services’

• Taking over customer processes, risk sharing, KPIs

• Service innovation and the new service development 
process
– Incremental to radical innovations
– New services through technological innovations such as ‘big 

data’
– Adapted new product development process for services

• Involvement of customers and ‘blueprinting’ to replicate offerings



Findings – objective  3
• Internal relationships
– Use ‘service champions’ to manage multiple internal 

relationships and identify service opportunities
– Tensions between product and service business units
– Secondments to develop whole company ‘service orientation’ 

• Relationships with customers
– Opportunities through outsourcing 
– Service interactions provide market insight and build trust

• Relationships with product partners and distributors
– ‘Coopetition’ with other suppliers in some industries
– Enable distributors from a service perspective



Discussion

• Consider the three research areas and relate 
them to your business

• Spend 15 minutes discussing these ideas with 
your ‘group’ 

• Share your experiences!


